Tilting Control System
Schwenkbare ergonomische Multifunktions-Armlehne
AMA is currently the first group in Italy able to supply components and equipment for outfitting and maintaining off-highway vehicles, agricultural and gardening machines.

In consideration of the group’s wide ranging portfolio, its work across diversified sectors and its dedication to meeting the special needs of OEM market and its various type of customers, the group has been organized into 5 product areas or “Business Units” (BU): Seat and Steering Wheel BU (Driver seats for off-highway vehicles, Seating for Passenger Transportation and Steering Wheels), Cabs BU (Complete Steering Columns and Steering Systems, Analog and Digital Instrumentation, Interior Paneling and Coverings, Electric and Electronic Components, Complete Cabs), Hydraulic BU (Hydraulic Cylinders, REFLUID Components for Hydraulic Power Packs and Circuits), Agricultural Components BU (PTO Drive Shafts assemblies, Ball Ends and 3 point linkage, Soli Working, AMA Technic, AGRI and Consumer Products), Garden BU (AMA Garden Machines, Accessories and Spare Parts).

These 5 business units group products using a logic geared to creating greater customer focus. Relationships are formed with customers in order to make things run smoothly and quickly, both in terms of technical language and in terms of understanding customer need.
AMA Cabins is the essence of AMA group, designs and manufactures cabs for off-highway vehicles. The complete cabin project reflects AMA’s ability to supply all the products needed for a vehicle’s cabin interior: seating, steering wheel, electric equipment, instruments, dashboard and steering column and interior coverings made of plastics and “soft touch” materials.

The natural outgrowth of that ability has been the creation of a division, AMA Cabins, that handles design, prototyping, manufacturing and testing of the entire package. As a result, an AMA Cabins complete vehicle cabs represents the essence of the group’s new strategy, meaning that it doesn’t only offer products from each of the group’s companies, but also focusing on providing complete solutions where designing and manufacturing of the major of components is developed internally. **This type of cabs answers the diverse needs of OEM clientele** with regard to style, quality and customization of individual components, as well as structural calculations, prototypes and functional/structural/acoustic and weather testing.
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The console height adjustment allows the system to fit any operator. Capable to accommodate either electrical or hydraulic joysticks.

Standard hole pattern for suspension mounting on commercial seats.


Der Abstand der Befestigungsböhrungen passt für alle Sitze, die Sie im Handel finden.
OPTIONS AND COLOR CHOICE ALLOWS TO MEET ANY CUSTOMER’S REQUIREMENT

DIE AUSSTATTUNG DER INSTRUMENTE SOWIE DIE FARBE NACH WUNSCH SIND DIE LOESUNG FUER IHRE BEDUERFNISSE

GLOVE COMPARTMENT

INTEGRIERTES HANDSCHUHFACH

USB PORT

USB ANSCHLUSS
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STANDARD HOLE PATTERN FOR SUSPENSION MOUNTING ON COMMERCIAL SEATS

DER ABSTAND DER BEFESTIGUNGSBOHRUNGEN PASST FUER ALLE SITZE, DIE SIE IM HANDEL FINDEN.
TILTING OF BOTH ARMRESTS ALLOWS AN EASY ACCESS OF THE OPERATOR. ANY OPTION CAN BE FITTED ON THESE ARMRESTS, WHOSE TILTING MOVEMENT DOES NOT JEOPARDISE THEIR FUNCTIONALITIES.

DIE DREHBAREN ARMLEHNEN ERLEICHTERN DEN EIN- UND AUSSTIEG DES FAHRERS UND BEHINDERN IN KEINER WEISE DIE VORGESCHLAGENEN SYSTEME.

ALL OPTIONS SHOWN IN THIS LEAFLET ARE FULLY CUSTOMISABLE.

ALLE VORSCHLÄGE IN DIESER BROSCHÜRE SIND NACH WUNSCH OPTIMIERBAR.
WITH SUCH A SYSTEM WE OFFER THE POSSIBILITY TO INTEGRATE SOME OF THE MOST COMMON CONTROLS IN ONE SINGLE COMFORTABLE AND COMPACT SOLUTION.

MIT DIESEM SYSTEM KANN MAN ALLE STEUERUNGEN IN EINER KOMPAKten LOESUNG ANBIETEN.

ALL WIRING HARNESSSES ARE FULLY INTEGRATED.

BEI ALLEN BEDIEN-SYSTEMEN IST DIE KOMPLETTE KABELVERLEGUNG INTEGRIERT BZW. NACH KUNDENWUNSCH OPTIMIERBAR.

PUR CUSHION AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

DIESE ABBILDUNG ZEIGT IHNEN EIN OPTIONALES KOMFORTKISSEN, UM DEN JOYSTICK NOCH ANGENCEHVMER BEDIENEN ZU KOENNEN.
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TILTING OF BOTH ARMRESTS ALLOWS AN EASY ACCESS OF THE OPERATOR. ANY OPTION CAN BE FITTED ON THESE ARMRESTS, WHOSE TILTING MOVEMENT DOES NOT JEOPARDISE THEIR FUNCTIONALITIES.

STANDARD HOLE PATTERN FOR SUSPENSION MOUNTING ON COMMERCIAL SEATS

DER ABSTAND DER BEFESTIGUNGSBOHRUNGEN PASST FÜR ALLE SITZE, DIE SIE IM HANDEL FINDEN.

SWIVEL ADJUSTMENT AVAILABLE ON THIS MODEL

ARMLEHNEN SIND UNKIPPBAR
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COMFORT

SWAN
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